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JINGLE: project	overview	

JINGLE
780h	legacy	survey	

SCUBA-2
250	h,	weather	bands	2-4	

850um	observations	of	195	galaxies	

RxA
530	h,	weather	bands	4-5	

CO(2-1)	observations	of	~75	galaxies	
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Survey objectives

• deriving	scaling	relations	between	dust	properties	(mass,	temperature,	
emissivity)	and	global	galaxy	observables.		
• studying	the	dust-to-gas	ratio	and	its	variations	across	the	galaxy	
population.		
• benchmarking	relations	that	can	be	used	to	infer	gas	masses	for	large	
samples	of	high-redshift	galaxies.	
• correlation	between	molecular	gas	content	with	spatially-resolved	
galaxy	properties	
• investigating	the	correlation	between	ISM	properties	and	the	dynamics	
of	galaxies.		



data	from	Karim	et	al.	(2011)	

z=0.5

z=2.5

Context: the current view on galaxy evolution

Cold	gas	is	responsible	for	shaping	the	bi-modality	of	galaxy	population,	
the	presence	of	main	sequence,	and	its	evolution	with	redshift.					

We must improve our understanding of the properties 
of the cold ISM across the entire galaxy population !   



JINGLE: sample	and	survey	strategy	

Sample builds on multiple surveys
• H-ATLAS:	Herschel	PACS+SPIRE	
photometry	
• GALEX/SDSS/WISE:	UV-to-NIR	
photometry		
• MaNGA/SAMI:	optical	IFU	maps		
• Apertif/ASKAP	surveys:	HI	maps	

By adding SCUBA-2 data, 
can fit simultaneously for 
the temperature and 
emissivity of the dust. 



JINGLE: status	of	observations	

Survey is 36% complete!

²  106 galaxies with SCUBA-2 observations. 
²  34 galaxy with RxA observations so far. 

Credit: Matthew Smith



JINGLE: status	of	Scuba2	data	reduction	

Credit: Matthew Smith

-  all maps have been processed using the modified skyloop script (including 450 micron 
maps)

-  uncertainty of 7% on the SCUBA-2 calibration remains 
- confusion noise dominates at 850 micron (not instrumental noise)
- S-to-N ratio mostly peaks around 3-5 sigma with a longer tail of higher S-to-N detections
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-  all maps have been processed using the modified skyloop script (including 450 micron maps)
-  uncertainty of 7% on the SCUBA-2 calibration 
-  S-to-N ratio mostly peaks around 3-5 sigma with a longer tail of higher S-to-N detections
-  Detection rate ~ 70%

Credit: Matthew Smith



JINGLE: SED fitting results	

Comprehensive Adjustable Aperture Photometry Routine (CAAPR) 
pipeline by C. Clark 

Credit: I. De Looze

Comparison between SED fitting w/o 850um data.  



SDSS images and CO spectra
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SDSS images and CO spectra
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JINGLE: Team structure	

-  102 members from all JCMT partner regions.

-  Open enrolment is closed, but we still welcome to the team students and postdocs 
working with faculty members who are full JINGLE team members. 

-  Regional coordinators: 



ü  As part of the JINGLE DR1, we will make available this SCUBA-2 data reduction pipeline, 
which will benefit the JCMT community beyond the group interested in JINGLE science.

ü  All the SCUBA2 450 & 850μm reduced images and a catalog of the measured 850μm 
fluxes is available to the entire JINGLE team via the wiki. 

ü  All the CO(2-1) fluxes measured for the JINGLE galaxies are already available to the team 
via the JINGLE wiki. 

JINGLE: Data Releases 	



Early-science papers: 	

I.  JINGLE survey overview, led by A. Saintonge [UK] & C. Wilson [CA]

II.  RxA technical paper, led by T. Xiao [CN] & M. Sargent [UK] 
Presentation of the RxA data, both from JINGLE itself and the various pilot programs. 

III.  SCUBA-2 technical paper, led by M. Smith [UK] 
Summary of sample selection and observing strategy, data reduction (map making, source 

extraction, calibration), presentation of images and first data release of 850μm fluxes. �

IV.  Dust properties and scaling relations, led by I. De Looze & I. Lamperti [UK]
 Presents a range of SED fitting methods used to extract dust properties. A catalog of 

these measurements is given;  produce a first set of scaling relations between dust and other 
global galaxy properties (metallicity, stellar mass, SSFR,...). 



Subsequent papers in plan: 	



Lessons	learned	so	far：	

u Scuba2 flux/noise estimates, less detections than expected. 

•  the problem was that we should not have used point source processing to estimate 
the time required for extended sources.  If one can't use point source processing, the 
noise goes up by a factor of 2.

u  Unresolved issues with the RxA calibration.   Side-band ratio as a function of LO or 
observed frequency?



JINGLE public website will be online soon!



Thank You!


